Abstract Analysis of game data is used to study player behavior. For puzzle-based games where solutions are usually defined by their action sequences, player behavior can also be studied by their solution complexity. In this paper, we present a visualization system to help learning expert to understand how actions, timing and the resulting strategy change with regard to the solution complexity. To establish a novel perspective into the patterns not only in action choices but also in behavior complexity, we designed an interactive, customized line chart to track how complexity and performance change at each stage of skill acquisition. Specialized glyph system (Strategy Signature) is implemented to find strategy differences easily with simple visual cues. Contextual information can be explored by switching the view modes to see potential links between complexity and raw attributes. Evaluation with expert users shows that the system effectively reduced their time and effort in finding interesting subgroups and gave them unexplored angles of behavior complexity to contemplate player's skill growth. In summary, this paper illustrates a visualization approach to enable analysis into the subtleties of behavior complexity in video games.
Introduction
Like many other casual activities, video game is a platform that allows diverse interactions. The inputs during game play are results of individual thinking to a constantly changing situation. This makes game logs valuable assets to understand the player thinking preferences as well as skill learning processes. To obtain a structural understanding of the data, visual analysis is often utilized to leverage the visual channel to enable fast and flexible exploration into players' behavior patterns (Wallner and Kriglstein 2013) . The visual approach is also known to lower the barrier of data analysis and thus exploit domain knowledge for informed judgment (Chen et al. 2009 ).
Game data usually take the form of an array of primitive factors in the game (gold, action, kill for instance). But visualization of these primitive values is not always sufficient to illustrate the more underlying behavior pattern. For instance, the complexity of actions, which is tricky to define and usually visually judged, can be used to reflect intrinsic behavior patterns at each state of the play. Based on the context of the game, this complexity can be interpreted as an abstract factor determined by the heterogeneity of players inputs. More interestingly, the complexity usually varies by each attempt a play takes. It is common to see repeated trials and strategy adjustments based on the latest outcomes in many video games. To obtain a more holistic view on how players improve, our understanding of player's and skill and skill growth should consider not only the score obtained, which only measures the attempt's outcome, but also the implicit strategy choice, execution and refinement that are not directly measurable. There are further influences on skill such as reflection ability, intuition and creativity that are out of scope for this article. We will study skill and skill growth by looking at the strategies played over time. Through the changes in measurable scores and player actions, behavior complexity varies accordingly and differs from each individual attempt at executing a particular strategy. Over time, these data show how strategies are chosen, executed and refined, and encoded with appropriate visual signals, the inherent complexity produced by players may lead to a new angle to study their behaviors as they improve through time. The strategy improvement is driven by the desire to obtained higher scores (reliably or in a reproduceable manner), but also by intertwined qualities of a strategy; among others, simplicity, ease of execution, speed, creativity or innovativeness, and reliability. Yet little existing literature has covered a visualization approach to facilitate such perspective, i.e., the integration of behavior complexity and effective visualization design.
In this paper, we present a visualization tool to validate such thinking in the context of puzzle-based game. The domain expert requires unexplored insights of player learning behavior. The implementation focuses on the behavior complexity and its relation to detail player actions, performance and strategies. Ondemand multilevel information of game actions can be retrieved responding to user interactions. We introduced a new visual language called Strategy Signature to characterize player strategy and signify the intensity of in situ strategy shift. Evaluation with the expert users validates its capability in boosting research productivity and discovering several unseen patterns.
As the main contributions, 1) this paper demonstrated a visualization approach that depicts the implicit action complexity from categorical game log data to study player behavior. 2) A glyph-based visual encoding of event sequence data named Strategy Signature is also introduced to extract players' strategy features.
Related works
Here we enlisted works that share connections with ours in three categories. Beginning with visualization of game log data, we explained how previous work inspired this research. Then, we cover a few earlier discussions in entropy-based complexity for behavior study. Finally, some techniques in summarizing event sequences outside game field are mentioned.
Visual analysis for games
For visualization of game data, the design purpose and targeted user group are not always constant. Difference in such aspect significantly steers the design rationales (Wallner and Kriglstein 2013; Medler and Magerko 2011) . Two most significant sorts are the entertainment-oriented visualization and the developeroriented visualization.
The entertainment-oriented visualizations are also noted as ''playful visualization'' (Caillois and Barash 2001; Medler and Magerko 2011) , since they aim at enhancing the game enjoyment itself. Entertainment features (such as online community (Medler 2011) or achievement system ) are integrated to motivate participation and provoke engagement. The developer-oriented approaches care less about the entertainment concerns. Logging results are primary analyzed to reproduce the gaming process for postmortem study of playing experience (Farooq et al. 2015; Ribeiro et al. 2017; Li et al. 2017 ). This allows for deliberate tweaking and adjustments of the game design at specific stage/phase of the gaming experience journey. Contrasting to these two categories, the domain requirement centered upon the generalizable behaviors patterns in problem solving and learning progress is not covered. This motivates a less explored approach to speculate the learning pattern and the behavior per se with visualizations.
In this regard, there are also works that share the same interests. Farooq et al. (2015) extract player behavior model in a routine manner, but the dynamic difference between time and individual is less observed. Hernández et al. (2017) utilize process mining technology to form behavior models in serious games (video game with educational purposes), which is effective but lacks advanced visualization and interactions. Wallner (2015) used a transition-focused approach to seek evidence on progressive changes of behavior patterns -specifically with event sequence data. However, the paper primarily emphasis on technical implementation and only basic visualization is implemented.
To synthesize abstract metrics beyond primitive factors, Moura et al. (2011) summarized the timestamps and performed interactions into a static of the selected session in an A-RPG game. Similarly, Li et al. (2017) used derived metrics to reveal the mechanism behind snowballing effect in MOBA games. However, the abstraction methods used are mostly designed for numeric attributes, which are incompatible with categorical events.
Informational complexity with entropy
In information theory, entropy is a measurement of the heterogeneity of possible states in a system. The very same method is also used to measure complexity in human behavior with sounding results (Fussell 2005; Chu et al. 2014) .
For action events in a video game, measuring the complexity of gaming actions is essentially measuring the randomness or the lack of order in a given set of categorical data. To achieve this, there are several applicable methods. They are complexity index (Gabadinho et al. 2011) , the turbulence (Elzinga and Liefbroer 2007) and longitudinal entropy (Gabadinho et al. 2011 ). However, the first two methods are sensitive on the sequence length, which are prone to duplicate noise of repetitive user inputs despite the same underlying intention. Considering this, the longitudinal entropy which streamlines the essential information quantity suits the best for its consistent performance in both verbose and short sequences.
Given that the p i is the proportion of positions of the same action i and A is the alphabet size of all the possible actions, the formula of complexity can be defined as:
Provided the complexity can be quantified as scalar values, visualization of behavior complexity can be made possible. But how the behavior complexity varies especially in the context of repetitive gaming process is not touched by existing visualization work.
Techniques in summarizing event sequence
Making sense of massive event sequence is hard. Some authors insist using mining algorithms to find a simplified subset of events as a representative of similar ones. Their techniques usually vary in the sensitivity on different attributes to categorize sequences based on particular domain requirements. For example, Chen et al. (2018) designed a ''soft pattern matching'' mechanism to summarize multiple event sequences that tolerates minor inconsistencies of events for less cluttered result. Unger et al. (2018) used both semantic similarity and temporal similarity to form meaningful clusters. Apart from automated pattern extraction, user-defined matching rules before visual inspection or statistical analysis are also possible. Works like Cappers and van Wijk (2018) and Zgraggen et al. (2015) adapted query languages and regular expressions to remove noise data and unrelated sequences with graphical user interface. Thus, categories sort by different rules form accordingly with cleaner visual result. However, this approach is more useful when most representative patterns are critical to the research objective. There are also scenarios when identifying frequently occurred sequence types is less important. Techniques in this regard are less explored.
There are also ways to improve the sense making in event sequences with primarily visual design. For example, LifeFlow (Wongsuphasawat et al. 2011) and CoCo (Malik et al. 2015) summarize low carnality patient journey events with a tree-structured view. MatrixWave (Zhao et al. 2015) achieved the summarization by mostly layout design, which is appealing because direct visual representation without the loss of information is proven to be highly effective. However, scalability issues may arise when information density increases and visual clutter is unlikely to be avoided easily.
Project background

About puzzle game
Puzzle games are a genre that has a low-entrance barrier for most novice players. Unlike fast-paced action or shooter games, puzzle game players are fairly distributed among both male and female, senior and junior participants (Brown 2017 ). This quality is essential to include players of more diverse backgrounds. Thus, the insights gained from these player behaviors are not restricted to a particular population segment. Apart from that, we also need a game platform that can quickly generate batches of game logs of multiple retrials, through which not only the solution and score, but also the progressive adjustments can be recorded and analyzed. Finally, we need to make choice between deterministic games (i.e., same input will always produce a fixed result regardless of the player and the time of attempts) and non-deterministic ones. With these considerations in mind, we choose Lix as the data collection platform since it is easily acceptable, quick for data collection and deterministic in mechanism design.
Lix is an open-source variation of Lemmings, which was originally developed in 1991 by DMA Design 1 . The game consists of puzzle-like challenges, where new ''lixes (the autonomously walking bots)'' will be spawned into the two-dimensional level world at a steady pace. Each lix takes a direction until it either falls into water or it is forced to turn back after hitting an impassable obstacle. Players assign actions (such as ) to a lix, allowing it to interact or change the landscape in a certain way so that following lixes can take a different path toward safety. Available actions are and . With good timing and arrangement of the actions, player try to lead as many as possible lixes to the indicated destination without losing lixes. For example, a player can assign the to dig a tunnel into a hill or assign the label which is useful in modifying the pathway before it becomes too steep for safe passage (cf. Fig. 1 ).
Expert background
There are 5 domain experts involved in the project. The leading expert (E1) has 4 years of research focus on studying human learning in game scenarios. She also designed and built the data collection infrastructure which provided fundamental support for the success of the visualization project. The second one (E2) is a game researcher who has a background in game visualization as well as data mining and published extensively in the field. The third expert (E3) has long-term collaboration with the video game industry and a deep understanding of the modern game development process. His knowledge has been widely applied in conducting user research in the game environment. The other two are assistant data analysts (A1, A2). Their backgrounds are more concentrated on data analysis and informatics. During the research, A1 and A2 purpose analysis reports and new methods in analyzing the data. They acquired reasonable knowledge about the game but, unlike E1, are not proficient players themselves.
The research is of an exploratory nature, meaning they intent to find as many as possible new ways to speculate the data. The domain experts confirm that learning pattern is essentially tangled with the decisions made during the play. However, how the actions can be understood should not be limited by frequently used analysis tools.
Material data
The original data set consists of all actions of 15 players in a total of 271 sessions (cf. Table 1 for structure). Every session is an attempt to finish a level successfully. Every time a player assigns an ability, eight attributes are recorded to describe the action. These include: ID as the player identifier, the order number of attempt (a new player will always start with 0), the assigned action (like ), elapsed frames, and identifier of the action receiver lix.
will be inserted as the ending action of each attempt. The number of saved lix will be saved as the final score whenever is triggered. The number of unique actions and seconds of time elapsed since the beginning of current attempt.
Players are recruited from college students who do not have prior experience with the game. The chosen stage is a novice level beyond which three more difficult levels are available. As only 20 lixes will be released per attempt, a player can score between 0 (none saved) and 20 (all saved) depending on skill level. Diversity in solutions is encouraged.
User study
We investigate the domain requirements in three phases: 1) understanding their current workflow and examining the pain points, 2) exploring design possibilities with visual mock-ups, and finally 3) the concluding requirements for design guidelines ensuring that the designed solution fits the context and domain needs.
Phase I: domain investigation
Process
In this phase, we performed semistructured interview with the domain expert. They were asked to demonstrate their current work style and latest discoveries. In the meanwhile, questions regarding how insights were generated by current methods were asked. Experts are free to suggest needed functionalities. From their demonstration, we clarified their usage of apparatus and pipeline for generating raw data from ingame replays. It was also informed that players are selected from non-players of the lix game. Each games session is played in an isolated experimental place to ensure players achieve their performance independently. A1 and A2 shared their existing explorations (mostly with R packages). They also pointed a few possible future works in the incoming agenda. is currently selected and ready to be assigned to any of the lixes. A deep tunnel into the ground are made by s. Yellow bars to the opening are made by s, a type of action to make small horizontal bridges to let others walk through. The destination is can be found in the next screen to the left where the player can navigate to by touching the screen edge with pointer 
Pain points
The initiation of such dialog helped us to obtain a holistic overview of their work and identify design opportunities to improve the research. As a result, we identified a few inconveniences in their current data analysis workflow. For instance, the analysis operations are hindered by the cumbersome reconfiguration in the source code to alternate between different research hypothesis. Also, the result produced by the algorithm is efficient and simple but usually entangled with trust and communicability issues. Expert would appreciate a direct way to reconnect the results to its original context and draw insights with clear awareness of related factors. The general-purpose plotting method in R they use frequently is too primitive and lacks levels of detail on demand. The possibility of immediate inquiries for further evidence is not well supported.
Phase II: iterating alternatives
Designing with mock-up is known to be a viable method to boost productivity in communication and design development (Ferreira et al. 2007) . As the experts are not knowledgeable about visualization designs, we employed co-design method with versions of on-screen mock-ups to communicate the requirement in more explicit details. This went through an iterative process by gradually adjusting functions and layouts (cf. Fig. 2 ).
With a clear understanding of how the visualization tool is going to be used in real world, former pain points are incrementally answered by enriching the design details. Elaborating each next version of visual design is achieved by inputs from the last version. This helped us to identify quite a few insights. For instance, the time between actions can be insensitive to the result of solution pattern. However, as learning behavior study, user may still wonder how the player is eloquently deciding want to do next. Then, seeing the time difference maybe necessary.
Phase III: summarizing requirements
Based on previous insights, we discussed and enlisted the most important capabilities the visualization should support. To the most extent, the final work should meet the requirements below.
R1: Experts prefer the information to be visually organized by players. Since the research is mostly focused on player behavior, the individual difference and group similarity always play a key role in the analysis of people. The visual design should be centered upon players to support the difference finding. Visual elements of actions also need to be sorted by player as a priority. Comparisons between players, which emphasize on the subtle individual differences in behavior patterns, is strongly valued by the experts.
R2: Explorations into detailed attributes. Analysts do not want to overlook important information. This means quick peek into all available contextual information in the raw data is preferred. The ability to revise the game play situation with every recorded detail for scrutiny can be helpful. Such implementation would eliminate a substantial effort from the time-consuming task of reviewing game replays.
R3: Experts want to study the details of how play strategies improve based on previous attempts. Beyond performance, researchers also care about the patterns that preceded before strategy improvements. As learning is an important concept in our case, the incremental performance improvement may indicate Fig. 2 Alternative designs and rationale history (color bleached for presentation): Ver.1 differentiates action types with color. Actions are horizontally placed by time, and each line represents a single attempt. Scores are displayed to its left. Ver.2 added a aggregated player performance, b filter to show/hide certain action for better focus, c ability to reduce actions to mere sequences by checking ''ignore time'' box. Ver.3 reserves both sequence action view and timed action view for different tasks. Switching between score by attempt and score by player is made possible by top controls. Same for action display modes valuable behavior patterns in this context. Therefore, a view to compare consecutive attempts and reason with the factors is needed.
R4: Experts need a way to compare diverse play styles. According to their experience, players would reach their success differently. But they lack an intuitive way to see or describe the qualitative difference. They look forward to a visual means to reveal such trait, which is not as easy to obtain with statistical computations. Visually identifying the differences in play strategy could be an effective way to convey such characteristics.
R5: Understand how the complexity of player strategies influences their performance. Experts frequently use ''complexity'' in describing player action combinations. However, such complexity is easily perceived by looking at the heterogeneity and density of actions. But comparing is difficult if two similarly complex sequences of actions are presented side by side, let alone bird viewing the global trend. Visual comparison between more instances of strategies is challenging yet appreciated to the experts.
Methods
To satisfy the defined requirements, there are a few used methods that we would employ to sketch out our design. The involved methods also distinguish our work from most of other event sequence visualizations in video games.
Behavior complexity
Following the action, data, complexity pipeline, we introduce the concept of behavior complexity which refers to the measurable heterogeneity from data as a result of complicated behaviors. The higher the behavior complexity, the more one subject is to perform actions that are diverse in type and unpredictable in composition. Here we exemplify the quantification of behavior complexity and discuss its meaning in the context of puzzle game.
Quantifying complexity
The strategy for this type of puzzle-based game is defined by a set of action combinations, which outcomes are series of event sequences. Therefore, behavior complexity is associated with longitudinal entropy which takes only the order and occurrence of a subset (or all in rare cases) of the available options and calculates the information quantity. Complex actions, which may be attributed to the undetermined thinking during play (Li et al. 2018) , will introduce more information when measuring its action combinations. To acquire this result, the implementation follows through three steps (cf. Fig. 3 ):
• Data points as discrete actions are aggregated into action sequences according to their belonging attempt.
The produced action sequence preserves the original temporal order of each action it contains.
• Quantify the entropy of each action sequence. The exact computation is based on Gabadinho et al.
(2011)'s longitudinal entropy.
• Appending the entropy value to a new column. The output file was used in combination with the original data set to inform different facet of the issues in game play.
Required complexity or redundant complexity
In this video game, initial experiments with one or two simple moves can barely succeed. As an example, we observed that some players start their game with only a handful of random actions and quickly get a gameover with zero score achieved. Such failure is not incidental because although being a simple game, stages in lix usually require a minimum level of complexity in the conception of strategy to pass. But complexity increase does not always correlate higher performance. If carelessly performed, the correlation can potentially negative. It is the reflective thinking instead of mindless inputs that leads to the learning and growth. Making aimless noisy actions certainly generate high complexities, but redundant and unnecessary movements are apparently not encouraged, since they counter the spirit of learning, i.e., carefully improving by choosing effective approaches.
This makes reasoning with only complexity metric difficult because user needs to understand the complexity in the specific context. Otherwise, judgment upon whether the complexity is a result of active learning or blindly exhausting the actions is difficult.
Complexity expansion should only be appreciated when it contributes to performance increase. Here we assume that simpler solutions are more preferable once they are able to achieve full score, which is an indication of refined thinking and planning. To make this discussion easier, we define the complexity that can be reduced without damaging the final score as redundant complexity, while the minimum complexity of actions required to pass the stage as required complexity. The definition of the two concepts provides two functions. First, it raises the awareness of undesired over-complication, which may not be a reflection of meaningful growth but immaturity of a solution instead. Second, the ratio of redundant complexity and required complexity may be an indicator of stage difficulty on the basis of players which may find some stages difficult to reduce the redundant complexity, suggesting the stage to be a difficult one.
Strategy Signature
Although some strategies are close in the complexity level, there is a considerable chance that the exact solution patterns are fundamentally different. This means complexity alone is good at telling the subtleties in strategy composition. To summarize the qualitative difference in strategy and play style, we need to have a clear grasp of how strategies differ from or assimilate with each other. To this end, behavior complexity may not be the ideal way to facilitate this goal. To address this predicable problem, we created a new functionality named Strategy Signature.
Strategy Signature is glyph-based model which renders a (long) action sequence into a compact circular polyline glyph. The coordinates of consisting points are determined by their actions and order of appearance, which are mathematically defined as:
Here the coordinate is constructed with a radial angle h (determined by the cth action type order in the predetermined list of actions) and distance to the center r (determined by the time order t). N (N ¼ 10) is constant size of total action set. R is the maximum radius of the outer line.
This model ensures that same actions will always be aligned to the same radial direction, which is useful to tell the usage and frequency of certain actions. As shown in Fig. 4 , the produced shape is sensitive to the time order of actions, which allows distinction between similar action statistics with different time orders.
With the new glyph system, we can easily judge the diversity of strategies such as sorting the strategies into a few typical categories. While preserving the subtle difference between similar ones, incremental changes and variation in strategy in consecutive attempts are still observable. The goal of this design is to make both commonality and distinction of strategies stand out without the hassle of scanning each event in detail. The default view mode layout with 3 views and 2 panels: (1) player and performance shows overall performance of a player; (2) actions and attempts displays attempts and actions within in horizontal lines; (3) complexity and growth enables exploration of complexity change along score; (4) control buttons is used to change view modes and apply filter; (5) bottom bar is dedicated area for Strategy Signatures control bottoms for global effects (see Sect. 6.3 Interactivity for details). Three (implicit) columns focusing the player and performance, actions and attempts and complexity and growth take the major body area. Strategy Signatures are aligned at the bar at the bottom of the screen for the ease of comparison.
The first two columns (player and performance and actions and attempts) are vertically aligned, meaning actions and attempts next to the player on the right are ones performed by the displayed player (R1). These areas enclose the list of all the information from the raw data. User can browse up and down dynamically for searching the interested subset.
Visual encoding
Analysis inquiries differ in the demand of level and type of information, such as the distinction between individual actions and the complexity of all the actions in an attempt. We designed specialized encoding to treat this need, respectively. Here are the few most important key points to cover.
Action
To easily differentiate the action types is the most basic as well as most frequently performed task. The preattentive channel of color is selected for this task (Healey et al. 1996) . Nine vibrant colored dots on a dark background are utilized to display them with contrast (cf. left of Fig. 7) . Player of the actions is placed in juxtaposition on the left. Each attempt by the player composes a horizontal line of colored dots. Number of attempts as well as action number in each attempt may vary from player to player. Skimming through the action dots gives user a direct grasp of the exact events in detail (R2).
Complexity and performance growth
The quantified behavior complexity and performance variation are displayed next to them on the right (cf. Fig. 6 ). Here the covariance of achieved score and complexity value are depicted in a scatter plot view. In this view, each dot in the area depicts an individual attempt (instead of single actions), with higher score to the right and more complex to the right. Here, the x-axis indicates the performance of an attempt in percentage and the y-axis represents the complexity level normalized to the range [0, 1]. Each attempt is plotted as a diamond with white border.
Since classical scatterplot does not provide the ability to communicate grouping and temporal orders, we implemented joining lines to highlight the attempts belonging to the same player. For the temporal order, a family of visual appearance is design to describe the gradual steps of the one before, previous, current, next and the one after (cf. Fig. 6 ). In this encoding rule, the blue ones are before the current selection and the red ones are beyond. Temporally adjacent attempts are filled and more distant ones are outlined.
This design is an enhanced version of the scatter plot with the extra ability to delineate the relationship of time order in a subgroup explicitly.
Strategy
User can quickly skim through the colors of the dots to obtain an general view of used actions in the attempts. However, finding strategic similarity and difference in them is not directly supported as to reduce the load of visual memory (Luck and Vogel 2013) . Without some degree of summarization, drawing connections between the used strategies can be difficult as the number of attempts and actions are larger in quantity.
Based on the algorithm introduced in Sect. 5.2, Strategy Signature we can encode the sequences in to glyphs which take significant less visual information. Figure 7 is an example of how two distinctive strategies by Player 2 are illustrated. Two strategies used very different set of actions, resulting in dramatic contrast in the outcome shapes. Subtle difference or adjustments are also visible even attempts belong to the same general strategy pattern. In strategy1, where is frequently used as a starter action, the similarity of the attempts is visually reflected by its signatures. Also, the last attempt has some modification at the ending actions by including more s. Such adjustment is also visible from the signatures as the last signature takes more triangular shape than preceding ones (R3).
Interactivity
In this section, we describe how the questions of the data can be answered by interactions like selection, hovering or inspections.
Action filter
While the user is interested in a few actions and wonders how they influence the final score (R2), they can isolate the visual elements into a smaller set. Action filter allows leaving out the irrelevant actions (colors) to only selected types. Thus, the frequency of certain actions among other players is presented with improved clearance.
By clicking action buttons on the top panel, distraction of the irrelevant colors can be turned on/off. Deselected ones will be grayed out after click. As shown in Fig. 8 , Player 7 uses much less in the later stage of his attempts. This is especially useful to see how occurrence of certain actions affects performance over time or comparing the action choice among different players (R1, R3).
Switching view modes
The visualization system provides two modes for two levels of analysis. The default view of Fig. 5 displays most relevant information to the research goal, such as player overall performance (shown in percentage under the player label), action sequences, strategy character and complexity. Timed series events are depicted in aggregated encoding of strategy and complexity where detailed temporal information of raw data is hidden to create this compact workspace. In this mode, the attribute of interval time between actions is not visible. To enable user with sufficient contextual information (R2), used can click the switcher bottom-Timed Actions at the screen top to display restore the timing information. In this mode, event actions take full screen width to display each action on a horizontal shared timeline. Exact timestamp of action since attempt start can be inspected by hovering on to it (cf. Fig. 9 ). User can also switch back to the default mode without losing the selection of players or actions, cf. Sect. 6.3.3. Player and Action Selection There are times when user wants to understand a specific play process in detail. This functionality gives user the freedom to view the pace of each action, thus leading to a more granular understanding of the experience, such as haste or hesitation during the play.
Player and action selection
According to R1, the interaction to display information of complexity and performance is also triggered on player-oriented basis. We devised selections functionality to let user flexibly decide the subject(s) to be analyzed to avoid visual clutter and support pairwise comparison. Every action can also be selected, which is highlighted and memorized in both view modes.
The selection is triggered by clicking the player's label on the right, after which the corresponding growth journey is drawn on the right. In the scatterplot on the right, diamond points representing attempts of selected player(s) are turned to small Strategy Signature glyphs and linked together. In the meanwhile, all the signatures of most recent selection are listed at the bottom bar. Hovering on any one of Strategy Signature will select the attempt as current, and the neighboring attempts are change to the appearances according to the rule in Sect. 6.2.3 Strategy. This interaction allows the user to see 3 aspects of the player learning-the complexity change, the performance change (with player growth line) (R5) and the strategy modification (the bottom bar) (R4). To facilitate comparison between different players, dashed lines are used against solid line to provide enough contrast between two or more players. This is especially useful when comparing players with more attempts than average.
Evaluation
To validate the effectiveness of this system, we conducted a semistructured evaluation with each of the domain experts, respectively. The evaluation process consists of two stages: the orientation phase and selfguided phase. The goal is to help us to understand 1) to which extent the tool is capable of facilitating knowledge generation of unknown aspects and 2) how much the design is effective to meet the identified requirements (Sect. 4.3 Phase III: summarizing requirements).
To begin with, an introduction that covers the key functionality explained above was given. We demonstrated the how each view and control would work interactively. Domain experts were asked to perform the task again to ensure their familiarization with the design is sufficient. Then, they were encouraged to navigate each part freely. Questions regarding any ambiguity in the usage will be answered.
After the orientation, experts were given full access of the system and freedom to analyze the game log data to their need. They started with some confirmatory analysis of their prior knowledge which had been obtained by the old workflow. For instance, the outstanding learning ability and sharp performance increase of Player 2 is easily confirmed. And the popularity of among all players is much more quickly noticeable with visual means.
Beyond these discoveries, the experts also identified novel patterns which were not approachable before. These discoveries are usually associated with more implicit information of strategies and complexities.
Novel discoveries
D1-complexity increase
The idea of quantified behavior complexity caught analysts' attention immediately after our introduction. As an initial exploration, they are curious about more and less complex attempts would perform globally among all the attempts of the 15 players. One expert clicked through all the players' label each at a time until all the player's growth journey is drawn. Here, the global patterns of complexity distribution with performance are shown (cf. Fig. 10 ). As shown in the view, the growth lines are heavily intertwined. This confirms the prior assumption that player's behavior can be highly heterogeneous in terms of growth pattern. From the visual result, the analyst also feels that the graphic seems to suggest that players generally tend to start from less complex attempts and gradually reach higher score by combining more complex moves. Previously described case of Player 2 in Fig. 6 is a good example of this behavior. By referring to the Strategy Signature and exact actions on the left, we can argue that the player's behavior experiences three stages: (1) Player 2 begins by experimenting with several and , (2) Player 2 included some extra moves and found a working solution, and (3) Player 2 continues to refine it by removing the unnecessary s and added a few more diverse actions which introduces more complexity in behavior. However, such abrupt success since the fifth attempt is rare. This particular player has scored nothing in between and reached full score from zero. This seems to be an outlier as we find it not as prevalent for the rest of the players.
This observation has confirmed that the user is able to discover the global correlation of complexity increase and player experience on the overall level as well as dig into specific players to validate such assumption (R1, R5).
D2-''Tail optimization'' behavior
This time the analysts focus on the successful attempts only, which are positioned at the leftmost vertical area (the highest score percentage) in the player growth line view. They have a particular interest in how players change their solution after a success is already obtained. The user selected Players 2, 7, 9 and 13 because these players have achieved continuous high scores in the last a few attempts.
By comparing the growth line of these players, the user finds that, among the high score attempts in the later stage, any one with a complexity over 0.63 or below 0.58 will eventually gravitate toward 0.6, which is also where most successful attempts resides (cf. Fig. 11 ). This seems to suggest that the solution to the level requires this amount of complexity to win. However, based on the discussions in Sect. 5.1.2 Required Complexity or Redundant Complexity, it is easy to that players will optimize for simpler actions as they improve because it is a less expensive way to get the same score. But counterintuitively, players more often ''over-complicate'' their solutions after they win which seems to run the opposite of optimization.
After switching the view mode to Timed Actions, the reason became clear: Player's later successful attempts always use less time to finish and the exceptions are few. This suggests that player likes to trade behavior complexity for shorter time consumption.
This confirms that user can always seek evidence to certain hypothesis by players (R1) as well as retrieve additional contextual information (time consumption in this case) (R2).
D3-strategy categories
One engaging quality of this game is its wide possibilities of solutions. This means given the same stage that there are usually more than one way to pass. Despite the minor difference in exact execution, we found that users can spot the categories of successful attempts confidently with their visual similarities.
By checking the shapes of signatures of various players, user can tell the similarity among solutions. For instance, the best attempts by Players 2, 3, 4, 6, 13 share very similar shape in their Strategy Signature (cf. i in Fig. 12 ). Similar solution is taken by Player 9 and Player 7 with minor deviations. Players 14, 15, 5 choose a fundamentally different composition of actions. This can be reflected by the highly discernible contrast in the glyph appearance.
Predicting the success rate of an attempt is therefore made possible by looking at its signatures and judging the likelihood of fitting into a successful category. The failed cluster in Fig. 12 exemplified the best Fig. 11 Tail optimization: final adjustments to improve previous success attempts by players who never managed to get a full score. This can be inferred by acknowledging its odd visual shape.
The discovery of strategy categories with Strategy Signature helped experts to not only confirm the game stage can be played in versatile ways but also unveiled the exact possibilities of successfully routines from different players (R4).
Expert feedback
The enlisted cases above have presented explicit examples of insights that are otherwise difficult to obtain without the visualization tool. After experimenting with the tool, we asked the analysts to give detailed feedback on the design. We specifically prompted the analysts by revising the initial requirements in Sect. 4.3 Phase III: Summarizing Requirements. Then, we collected their views concerning to which extent the design is effective regarding the requirements.
All the experts consider our design to useful in identifying interesting players or attempts efficiently while preserving the subtle differences. According to their domain knowledge in player behavior, players that exhibit higher persistence in trying can be regarded as a long-term performer, meaning the player is likely to do well in long-term accumulation of experience. For example, E3 has found that Player 5 has made gradual improvements in the strategy. ''Especially that you can see that they approached simpler and simpler solutions using and .'' This is regarded as a positive trait in learning, according to E1. E1, E2, E3 and A1 reported that design has facilitated the understanding of player growth journey and see how strategy transform and refinement would impact the score in each original temporal order (R3).
Both player growth journey and action dots jointly synthesize a clear depiction of multiple attributes (inherent actions and derived behavior complexity) of selected player. The interactive interface allows them to dig into any aspect of the attributes rather efficiently (R1, R2). ''I like that fact that you can quickly gain an overview about which are the most dominant ability used by players, e.g., P2 focus on s, and across all players you find a lot of red, pink, light, blue, and orange, indicating that , , , and are abilities that players gravitate towards,'' said by E3. The interactivity also gives the analysts freedom to scrutinize how much effort was put into the repeated attempts and how the player learns (R3).
''The global view of complexity trend is very inspiring (R5),'' stated A2. Although the data points are limited in quantity to validate if such pattern is a reliable insight, he believes this extra dimension to study the behavior is interesting and worth continued discussion.
The use of Strategy Signature has rediscovered a solution that was not considered seriously. Before using the tool, A2 believes that the most suitable solution should be a modest deviation from the solution by Player 2 (cf. i Fig. 12 ). And the solution by Player 5 is a very risky and less recommended approach. From the signatures, E1 rediscovered the success on Players 14 and 15. This leads to a perspective change on the diversity of the play (R4). ''Yes, maybe the other (strategy iii in Fig. 12 ) is a viable solution,'' said E1.
In general, the analysts think the visualization tool is useful in terms of generating new knowledge from the game log data and effective in terms of boosting their research productivity. They are especially surprised by the ease of visually detect behavioral patterns. The interface is well organized and polished, according to E2. Interactions and transitions are coherent and intuitive to understand. Despite the visualization approach is not capable of all the operations of their conventional data analysis, it leads to novel ideas and hypothesis which are otherwise difficult to find. The beauty and enjoyment of graphics are truly a plus.
On the other hand, they also shared their opinions of some inconveniences from our work. There are particularly two instances -1) The Timed Action view is a bit difficult to find (by E3). User may only navigate in the default view mode, assuming that temporal information is simply discarded for ease of Fig. 12 Best strategies by players: using Strategy Signature to sort different solutions visually visualization (by A1). 2) They also suggested a functionality to cherry-pick some action sequences of the dots and squeeze them together to eliminate vertical scrolling (by E1, A1).
Discussion
Applicability and caveat
There are two novel methods we employed in our design--the entropy-based approach to quantify behavior complexity in the repeated gaming and the glyph-based illustration to extract characteristics of a sequence. The former gives us an objective perspective on how much diversity/heterogeneity exists in an event sequence, which, in this context, is useful to detect how much player are doing complex action than previous ones. A precondition of this usage is the actions are devised facing an unvarying challenge. Thus, comparison of solution simplicity is possible. The later uses radial display of event types with a randomly defined order, which could introduce unnecessary bias when the order of event types does not inherently exist. Also, the color choice may signal similarities between some actions when there isn't. Or, on the other hand, similarities of event types may exist but color choice failed to convey this information. This problem can be moderated with using automatic color picking tools like ColorBrewer (Harrower and Brewer 2003) . However, conventional models of color seem inadequate to eliminate this issue completely (Szafir 2018) . We advise manual selection by trained graphic expert to cope with exact situations. The characteristic extraction method is also sensitive to the cardinality of sequences if the number of event types increases. For optimum result, cardinality should be no bigger than 12 to produce clean and effective distinctions.
Since the domain experts are mainly focused on learning more than gaming, we also consulted game experts to discuss the generalizability of our approaches in other games. We found that there are plenty of other game genres where our system is useful. 1) Tower defense games like plants vs. zombies (ElectronicArts 2016), where choices of plant defenders are encoded as events and key to the play. In these games, the construction of defenders is likely to cost a certain amount of resources, which makes streamlining the token use (like action use in lix) equally relevant toward skillful gameplay. Likewise, the complexity of construction and building choices still remains an indicator of skillfulness as lower resource consumption means more late game elasticity and snowballing potential. Considering the huge genre (Unkown 2019) , applicable games can be many. 2) We also find our approach applicable to fighting games like Street Fighters (Capcom 2018), in which players can repeatedly perform combos (a series of controlled attacks all at once) and combat routines can be analyzed. In this genre, the damage dealt can be regarded as the score achieved. Players with better attack accuracy are likely to produce more damage impact within a smaller set of moves (e.g., heavy punch, jump backward). However, our tool needs to be adjusted to also consider other factors such as the character choice and time consumption which are especially sensitive factors necessary for fair assessments in these type of games. Considering the data type, the tool can be presumably used to investigate the complexity of hospital operations in the IT system (Spaulding et al. 2013 ), or to understand diversity of visitors travel routine for different activities in an amusement park (Liu et al. 2017) .
In general, given by the raw data being in event sequence format, we found the application area of the two methods can be extended to other fields where reasoning with the diversity and complexity of repetitive solution is meaningful.
Future work
We planned two branches in our future works. On one hand, we would like to continue improving the system with more functionality we discovered from the evaluation such as improving functionalities based on the feedback. There also unspoken requirements such as the automatic sorting of similar Strategy Signatures. The integration of data mining techniques may be helpful as the visual signature and large group clustering can each solve the communicable problem and the efficiency problem. The complement of both would create much potential to be explored. On the other hand, we would seek application scenarios outside game domain, such as EHR data in medical fields where patients' journey are encoded as event sequences (Craig 2011; Malik et al. 2015) .
Conclusion
The paper is motivated by facilitating the analysis of learning in player behavior. It novelly introduces two methods in enabling domain experts with advanced analytical abilities in reasoning with the complexity of behavior and drawing connections and distinctions between strategies and play styles. As a result, the interactive visualization tool facilitates player behavior analysis in four effective ways: 1) by studying the effect of certain actions on final score, 2) by joining behavior complexity and performance in the context of play style difference, 3) by exploring how players' strategy evolves in repetitive attempts, and 4) by categorizing provided solutions of a given stage. Use cases of the experts indicate that the design enables swift explorations to the discovery the behavior patterns that are difficult to find with expert user's existing tools.
The design has received plausible feedback from the expert users in terms of usefulness, usability and efficiency. The evaluation validated the Strategy Signature's usefulness in characterizing player's attempts and successful strategies. The utilization of the entropy-based measurement of behavior complexity allows for quick visual deductions of how players are moving toward complicated decisions or simplification of actions. Systematically, it is proven to be a meaningful contribution to the analysis of game log data in lix game. And the application area of the utilized methods can be extended to other games and other domains.
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